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Pig. 12. Node voltages of a flip-flop realized in n-silicon-gate
technology during a READ/REWRITEcycle [cf. Fig. 10(a) 1.

area of 1450 ,Pmz could be operated in the same way.
This confirms the value of thestet V~, of the undefined
region of the sense/refresh amplifier, estimated to be
0.6 V in this circuit. To get a more representative and
reliable value of Vtr, yield and stability investigations
need to be done.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the use of a gated flip-flop

as a sense~refresh amplifier and memory cells with
inversion-layer storage capacitors in standard silicon-
gate technology eliminates the major disadvantages of
single-transistor memory cells.

Realizing a 4096-bit chip with the present 1600-pm’
cells would require a chip size of the order of 4 x 4.5 mm.
For this chip an access time of about 250 ns and a cycle
time of 350 ns are estimated. The cycle time includes
the precharge of the digit lines and dummy cells, which
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is done simultaneously, as well as the sensing and
rewriting.

Further development towards finer structures will
yield smaller cell areas down to 625 pmz (1 mi12) for
structures characterized by 5-,pm aluminum line width
and line separation. With the storage density achieved
thereby the l-kbyte RAM chip seems feasible.
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Merged-Transistor Logic (MTL)–A Low-Cost Bipolar
Logic Concept

HORST H. BERGER ANDSIEGFRIED K. WIEDMANN

Abstrac f-This paper describes a novel bipolar logic featuring a
direct injection of minority carriers into the switching transistor.
Since this concept utilizes merged complementary transistors, it
has been named merged-transistor logic (MTL). The fabrication
process is as simple as that of single transistors, requiring only
four mask steps through metalization. MTL is based on inverters
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Germany.

having decoupled multicollector outputs for the logical combinations.
The devices are self-isolated and no ohmic load resistors are re-
quired. This is a key to monolithic logic chips of very high functional
density and low power dissipation. On experimental chips an excel-
lent power-delay product of 0.35 pJ has been measured. These
experiments show that a density of 100 gates/mmj can be achieved
with present manufacturing tolerances (minimum dimensions:
0.3-mil metal line width, 0.15-mil spacing, 0.2 X 0.2-mi12 conta~t
holes). Level compatibility with transistor-transistor logic (T2L)
logic, good driving capability, and high noise immunity are further
advantages over present FET approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

N ORDER to exploit the bipolar potential for low-
cost logic, new concepts are needed that allow higher
functional densities but require fewer process steps

[1], [2]1than presently used, This paper describes a novel
bipolar logic featuring a direct injection of minority car-
riers into the switching transistor. Since this concept
utilizes merged complementary transistors, it has been
named merged-transistor logic (MTL).

With MTL, the device isolation problem is totally
eliminated. The process becomes as simple as that of sin-
gle transistors, requiring only four mask steps through
metalization. The device’s self-isolation and the complete
omission of ohmic resistors are the key for the high func-
tional density. From our experimental chips we can pro-
j ect a density of about 100 gates/mm2 with present man-
ufacturing tolerances. Despite the simple technology, an
excellent power-delay product of 0.35 pJ has been mea-
sured.

After explaining the basic logic structure and opera-
tion some pertinent device parameters are discussed
based on theoretical investigations and measured data.
Experimental results obtained from small logic blocks are
presented to verify the improvements in power x delay
product, density, and process simplicity.

IL BASIC MTL STRUCTUREANDOPERATION

MTL can be plainly derived from the principal circuit
schematic shown in Fig. 1. It shows an implementation
of the logic NORfunction which, as is well known, can be
used for realizing any kind of complex logic. This circuit
resembles de–transistor logic (DCTL) or resistor–tran-
sistor logic (RTL) [3], but fundamentally differs in the
current supply mode. Each switching transistor in Fig. 1
is provided with an individual current supply at the base
terminal, whereas in a DCTL gate the supply element is
associated with the collectors. As in DCTL, the gate con-
sists of’ inverter transistors that are dotted at their out-
puts to logically combine the input signals A and B. The
output delivering the function A -t B is connected to
several succeeding inverter inputs. The logic levels are
about the same as in DCTL.

Since the emitters of all n-p-n transistors are tied to a
common reference potential (which is normally ground),
they should be implemented in a common n plane to
achieve a high density. In terms of a standard bipolar
structure, it means to employ common-collector n-p-n
transistors and to operate them upside down, so that the
former collector region becomes the emitter. This has
been done in MTL and, therefore, we shall refer to this
operation mode as the normal mode here.

The current source 1~ in Fig. 1 provides the drive cur-
rent for the transistor switch and the charge current for
the circuit capacitances. An obvious but not attractive
realization of the current source would be an ohmic re-
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Fig. 1. NOR circuit.
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Fig. 2. Base current by minority carrier collection.

sister tied to a positive voltage supply. However, the
required current supply to the base of the n-p-n transis-
tor can also be attained through a collection of excess
minority carriers generated in the vicinity of the emitter-
base junction as illustrated in Fig. 2. These excess mi-
nority carriers can be generated, e.g., by a hole injection
from a p emitter in the common n-emitter region [4], [5].

A practical solution in a readily available technology
is shown in Fig. 3, together with the equivalent circuit.
The pl emitter provides the minority carrier injection
into the nl region, where most of them are collected by
the adj scent pz regions. Hence, the pl-nl-pj structure
forms a lateral grounded-base p-n-p transistor, which is
here represented in the equivalent circuit. Instead of the

lateral p-n-p configuration, a vertical structure may be
used as well, for instance by choosing a p substrate for

the carrier injection. The p-n-p transistor has now re-
placed the current source in the equivalent circuit of Fig.
1. The n-p-n transistor with emitter nl, base p~, and col-
lector n,z is operated upside down as explained earlier.
Since the nl and pz regions are commonly used by both
transistors, we end up with a merged transistor structure
having very few metal interconnections. This is a key for

the high functional density of MTL.
Because of the excellent tracking of the emitter–base

voltages on a chip,l the p-emitter regions pl are fed in
parallel. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the p emitters may be

connected directly to a chip pad and supplied by an ex-
ternal current source 10, resulting in a chip voltage of
about 0.8 V. However, a common series resistor Rv con-

1First measurements on parallel p-n-p transistors on the
same chip have shown a collector current variation of less than
*15 percent.
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Fig. 3. (a) Principal MTL structure. (b) Equivalent circuit.

netted to an external voltage supply Vo can be used as
well [cf. Fig. 4(b)]. This resistor can be implemented by
the n-diffusion used for the n-p-n collectors. The currents
of the MTL gates can be adjusted by the sizes of the
p-n-p and n-p-n transistors in order to obtain different
delay times ordriving capabilities on the same chip.

After having discussed the MTL principle more from
a circuit and device point of view, we will briefly char-
acterize MTL from a logic systems aspect, This may
better illustrate the differences to presently known logic.

Looking back to Fig. 1, one recognizes that an MTL
gate output, the bases of the succeeding inverters are tied
together. This leads to a multicollector structure as shown
in Fig. 5. Thus, MTL basically consists of inverters with
one input (base terminal) and several outputs (multi-
collectors). Of course, two or more inverters can be
connected in parallel if the number of collectors is not
sufficient. By dotting the collector outputs of different in-
verters, the NORfunction is realized, Compared to stan-
dard NORlogic, the number of collectors of one dot corre-
sponds to fan-in and the number of collector outputs of
one inverter to fan-out. Hence, the logic flexibility of
MTL is comparable with that of other bipolar logic cir-
cuits.

In addition, it should be pointed out that MTL fits
well into an economical array layout scheme as proposed
by Weinberger [6]. Fig. 6(a) shows as an example the
principal layout of a three-address decoder. A similar
layout configuration would result for an MTL read-only
memory. If necessary, the series resistance of long p
stripes can be effectively reduced by shunting low-ohmic
n+ stripes as illustrated in Fig. 6(b).

III. INTERFACING

So far, the advantages of MTL have been shown for
realizing logic systems on chip level. But MTL can also
cope economically with the system environment as shall
be discussed below.

Main problems are noise at the input and driving ca-
pabilities at the outputs having loads by orders of mag-
nitude larger than the circuits inside the chip.

The noise immunity of a logic circuit is not only de-
termined by the voltage thresholds but also by the energy

la)
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Fig. 4. Principal methods of supplying power to MTL chip.
(a) External current supply. (b) External voltage supplY.

Fig. 5. MTL multicollector inverter as logic element.

necessary for switching the gate. This energy is rather

high, since all nodes are at low impedance level. The

more noise-endangered input stages can be operated

at a higher power level in order to further increase their

energy threshold. As already mentioned previously, this

can be achieved by properly adjusting the MTL device

size for a higher injection current and thus making it

noise insensitive.

The problem of driving heavy output loads can be

solved the same way; if necessary, two or more stages

may be put in series for scaling up the power in steps.
Furthermore, the output voltage swings can be made
larger than the swing of about 0.7 V inside the chip by
choosing a proper load supply. In this context, MTL has
similar characteristics as T2L since both circuits use a
grounded-emitter output transistor having good driving
capability, the swing can be adjusted by choosing the
appropriate output voltage supply and load resistors.
From these common features with T2L it also becomes
evident that the MTL logic levels are compatible with
those of T2L-type logic circuits being widely used in
present low-cost systems. Thus usually no level convert-
ers would be required.

IV. PERTINENT MTL DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

In the foregoing section the basic structure and opera-
tion of MTL have been discussed without going into de-
tails on the device characteristics. Concluding from ex-
perience with conventional monolithic logic circuits, three
basic questions would arise with MTL.

1) What factors determine the current gain in an n-p-n
transistor operated upside down ?

2) What is the influence of the “partially saturated”
grounded-base p-n-p transistors on the supply current
distribution?

3) Are there current hogging effects [7] in the parallel
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic MTL array layout showing 3-bit

(b) Example of low-ohmic bypass resistor.
decoder.

grounded-emitter n-p-n transistors (equivalent to multi-
collector transistors) owing to saturation?

In the discussion on the n-p-n transistor current gain
~., it will be shown that the question of the supply cur-
rent sharing in partially saturated p-n-p transistors be-
comes irrelevant owing to a suitable definition of /3n.The
current hogging of the parallel n-p-n transistors will be
demonstrated to be insignificant because of the inherently
high inverse current gain of the upside-down-operated
transistors.

When the emitter-base junction nl-pz of the n-p-n
transistor in the MTL device [Fig. 7(a)] is forward
biased, electrons are injected into the pz region, holes
into the nl region. These injections may be portioned
and then be represented by adequate diodes as indicated
in Fig. 7 (b). Specifically, the electron injection into sec-
tion 1–1 has been symbolized by the emitter-base diode
of an ideal n-p-n transistor Tl, assuming a total collec-
tion of the electrons by region nz. Similarly the hole in-
jection into section 2–2 has been represented by an ideal
p-n-p transistor T2.

B c
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.p d
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$
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(c)

lo --—. EN
l~p , ‘T*
— .

Ep
T+ T

Fig. 7. (a) Cross section showing injection regions for equiva-
lent circuit. (b) Equivalent circuit of n-p-n transistor operated
upside down. (c) Equivalent circuit of MTL device.

The current gain /3. = 1,/1~ of the extrinsic n-p-n
transistor (terminals EN, B, C) shall be measured with
Ep grounded. Obviously, to obtain a large current gain

P., the parasitic diode currents IZ “ o“ In must be kept
small compared to current 11 of the intrinsic transistor
T1. This ratio

(1)

not only depends on the individual doping and area ratios
(which are usually adverse for such a structure), but on
the ratio of effective diffusion lengths of the minority
carriers as well. This explains why even with the stan-
dard buried layer structure, current gains /3 > 10 are ob-
served. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that an n+
collar around the base helps to reduce the parasitic diode
current.

Defining the current gain ~ as above with E, grounded
[Fig. 7(b) ], the problem of current sharing in the p-n-p
transistors supplied in parallel becomes more transparent
for circuit calculation. One may assume that on an MTL
chip having many gates, the number of ONand OFF n-p-n
transistors is always about equal. Therefore, the common
emitter–base voltage V~B is constant for a given supply
current. Fig. 7(c) illustrates this condition of constant
V~~ on a single MTL device. T~e lateral p-n-p transistor
is represented fiy the superposition of an active forward-
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measurement of common-emitter current gain p. of n-p-n
transistor and of recollection factor a’~+~. Fig. 9. Influence of inverse current gain (3, on current hogging.
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Fig. 10. Maximum current hogging for various current gains.

operated transistor To and the active inversely operated
transistor TZof Fig, 7(b).’

Thus, the external emitter ourrent lEP of one p-n-p
transistoris

IEp = IB[(l/ap-nJ – a’ . ....] (2)

when the corresponding n-p-n transistor is ON and

I EP = ll+.(l/ap-n-D)

when this transistor is OFF.~P.~-Pand ~’,yn.n have been
defined inFig.8 ,Hence, for the total supply currently
of n parallel p-n-p transistors on the logic chip one ob-

ZThis representationis justifiedby the Ebers–Moll equations,

tains

10 = (n. IJap.n.J(l – +CJp-n-p.a=-n..). (3)

All considerations may be applied to multicollector p-n-p
or rnulticollector n-p-n structures as well by dividing
them into single transistors connected in parallel,

The influence of the inverse current gain @i on the cur-
rent hogging of parallel-connected grounded emitter tran-
sistors is illustrated by the interdependence of collector
currents measured on different matched transistor pairs
and theoretically verified (Fig. 9). In case of the large
inverse current gain of /?< z 50, which is typical for
MTL, the collector current of the nonsaturated transistor
T1 is almost independent to the degree of saturation in
transistor Tz. However, inthecase of&%0,5, which is
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Fig. 12. (a) Chip photomicrograph and (b) output signal oscillo-
grams of seven-stage closed-loop MTL inverter chain.

typical for conventional gold-doped structures, both cur-
rents a,re closely coupled. This indicates a strong base-
current hogging by the saturated transistor.

In practice, one would calculate the effective current
gain of one active transistor in parallel with (m – 1)
saturated transistors being supplied by m times 1~, when
the saturated transistors carry no collector current at all
(worst case). This effective current gain is

De,, =
a.

[

~_a l+(?’?Z-l)CY, 1
(4)

. m

For m = 1 (single transistor) one getsJ3eff = /3n as ex~
petted, whereas form >>1, (4) yields

fl.ff =CY,,/(1 –am,%). (5)

In Fig. 10a typical example (m = 4) again confirms that
with MTL the current hogging i~ insignificant in contrast
to conventional structures.

V. EXP&UNIENTALRESULTS

Test, chips have been fabricated containing single de-
vices and small ldgic blocks using the simplest structure
aoiording to Fig. 3. That is, two diffusions into a blanket
n wafer (0.1 Q cm, no epitaxy). All devices have a n+
collar implemented with the n“ collector diffusion. Fig. 11
shows the grounded base current gain aw~.p and the re-
collection factor ~’p_,.p of the lateral p-n-p tramistor ac-

POWER I STAGE [MICROWATTS] ‘

Fig. 13. Propagation delay versus power dissipation of

A
(0)

s

‘stageclosed-loop MTL inverter chain.
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Fig. 14 (a) Chip photomicrograph (11 roils’). (b) Input and

output signals of MTL half-adder.

cording to Fig, 8. This diagram says that ,even at very
low currents a satisfactory power efficiency is achieved.

The common emitter gain of the n-p-n transistor in the
normal and inverse operation modes have also been
plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of thti emitter current.
Despite the simple structure, reasonable f~rward current
gain values have been obtained allowing a fan-out of five
which is usually adequate for the logic design. The in-
verse current gain pi is sufficiently large to make current
hogging negligible.

,To test the propagation delay of MTL, a seven-stage
closed-loop inverter chain has been built. Fig. 12 shows
the hhip microphotograph of this circuit and its outp~$
signal for three power levels differing by factors of l&
This oscillogram demonstrates an outstanding featurd of
MTL, namely that the same M.TL logic chip can be op-
erated at hugely different power levels to select the per-
#bfmd~& suitable for a given application. In Fig. 13 the
%easuretl delay has been plotted versus power dissipa-
tion over ~everal orders of magnitude. The minimum de-
lay time of =lQ ns corresponds to a common base switch-
ing time cons{ ant 7 ,= 3 ns for the n-p-n transistor. At
low power, where this switching time constant has a neg-
ligible effect compared to the charging times of the de-
pletion layer capacitances, a constant power-delay prod-
uct results as low as 0.3.5pJ.

The high functional density of MTL is illustrated by
the photomicrograph [F;g, 14(a)] of a half-adder, im-
plemented on an area of only 11 roils’, with 0.3-mil-wide
metal lines and 0.15-mil spacing. The oscillogram Fig.
14(b), shows the input and output signals of this circuit.
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VL SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

MTL as a novel bipolar logic concept has been dis-
cussed and experimentally verified. It is based on invert-
ers having decoupled multicollector outputs for the log-
ical combinations. These inverters are powered by a direct
injection of minority carriers into their common n-emitter
plane. MTL is a self-isolated structure requiring no ohmic
load resistors. This simple structure offers considerable
advantages of which the most significant ones are

1)

2)

3)

4)

high noise immunity and good driving capabilities
(TTL compatible) ;
fabrication substantially simplified (only four mask
steps through metalization) ;
extremely high functional density (about 1000 gates
on 130 x 130-milsz chip with present manufacturing
tolerances, such as 0.3-mil metal lines, 0.15-mil
spacing, and 0.2 x 0.2-mil contact holes) ;
excellent power-delay product (0.35 pJ above 100-
ns delay, 0.7 pJ in the 15–20-ns range, and power
speed externally alterable).

These results have been obtained on a very simple struc-
ture implemented by using readily available processing
facilities. By taking advantage of modern technological

IEEE JOURNALOFSOLID-STATECIRCUITS,VOL.SC-7,NO. 5, OCTORER1972

accomplishments, improvements can be expected without
increasing the processing complexity.
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Integrated Injection Logic: A New Approach to LSI

KEES HART AND ARIE SLOB

Absfracf—Logic gates suitable for large-scale integration (LSI)
should satisfy three importamtrequirements. Processing has to be
simple and under good control to obtain an acceptable yield of
reliable IC% containing about 1000 gates. The basic gate must be
as simple and compact as possible to avoid extreme chip dimensions.
Finally, the power-delay time product must be so high that o~eration
at a resonable speed does not cause excessive chip dissipation.

Multicollector transistors fed by carrier injection proved to be a
novel and attractive solution, A simplified (five masks) standard
bipolar process is used resulting in a packing density of 400 gates/
mmz with interconnection widths and spacings of 5 pm. The power-
delay time product is 0.4 pJ per gate. An additional advantage is a
very low supply voltage (less than 1 V). This, combined with the
possibility of choosing the current level within several decades
enables use in very low-power applications. With a normal seven-
mask technology, analog circuitry has been combined with inte-
grated injection logic (1’L).

Manuscript received May 1, 1972; revised June 12, 1972.
The authors are with the Philips Research Laboratories, Eind-

hoven, the Netherlands.

INTRODUCTION

L OGIC gates suitable for large-scale integration
(LSI) must satisfy three important requirements.
1) The processing has to be simple and under good

control in orcler to obtain an acceptable yield of reliable
IC’S containing about 1000 gates.

2) The basic gate must be as simple and compact as
possible to avoid extreme chip dimensions.

3) The power-delay time product must be such that
operation at a reasonable speed does not cause excessive
dissipation on the chip.

Multicollector transistors feel by carrier inj ection
proved to be a novel and attractive solution that fulfills
the previous three requirements [1] – [3]. Two ways of
injection will be discussed, viz., injection by light and
injection with a p-n diode. A number of realized LSI cir-
cuits will be mentioned.


